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Related fact sheets: 
economy #2 | technology #1 | social acceptance #1, 3, 5

Sustain and grow the scale of  
smart urban lighting investments

There is a lot of unused potential 
for economic benefits and energy 
savings and the current low interest 
rate context is ideal to leverage your 
city’s available capital.

Use smart urban lighting to  
put energy transition economics  
at the core of your city’s climate 
action strategy.

Smart urban lighting combines 
several key themes for the long-
term sustainability success of your 
city: energy and digital transitions 
and climate action. 

Double your city efforts towards 
empowering citizens and building  
new collaboration structures.

The urban digital revolution enables 
data and government transparency 
as new tools to improve the city 
economy (e.g. municipal services), 
but the city economic strategy 
must actively put these goals at the 
centre of management and define 
best practices (e.g. citizen data 
sovereignty).1

Three Economic Strategies

economy | factsheet #1 

SMART URBAN LIGHTING AND CITY  
ECONOMIC STRATEGIC PLANNING

Key strategies to link economic 
development and smart urban lighting 

Besides energy savings, smart lighting can support the transition towards  
long-term sustainable economic development of cities.

There is an urgency to act, as investments in energy 
efficient technologies and adoption rates remain 
below the optimal level2, preventing us from 
achieving the EU commitment of zero net carbon 
emissions by 2040. Improving energy efficiency is 
considered the most cost-efficient way to face rising 
economic risks, such as energy price and security.

http://www.lucia-project.eu
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SMART URBAN LIGHTING AND CITY  
ECONOMIC STRATEGIC PLANNING

Energy transition and the  
rising price of electricity
As the era of cheap energy is ending, the sustainability 
paradigm implies that more efforts from governments and 
society will be needed in relation to energy production and 
consumption, because we are transitioning to renewable 
energy sources that are less efficient.3

Urban lighting:  
energy and maintenance 
savings
Street lighting typically accounts for more than half of a city’s electricity 
bill, and savings from implementing full smart LED are considered to 
be 75–90% of baseline costs.4 However, in mature markets such as 
Finland, cost savings from energy efficiency are taken for granted, and 
achieving savings in maintenance cost is the argument that is driving 
the implementation of smart lighting projects.

Decarbonization of lighting:  
scenarios vs. roadmap
One easy way to combine economic planning, carbon emission 
reduction objectives, and smart urban lighting goals is through 
creating economic plans for different adoption rates scenarios. 

Yet, a better framing strategy might be to draw a roadmap 
towards rapid decarbonization, as it is argued that model-based 
and scenario assessments often fail to account for the non-linear 
change typical of innovative disruptions and human behaviour.5

References:

1 About digital strategy and citizen engagement, see online: Barcelona Digital 
City Plan 2015–2019: Putting technology at the service of people, Adjuntament 
de Barcelona.

2	 IEA,	International	Energy	Agency	2014:	Capturing	the	Multiple	Benefits	of	
Energy	Efficiency	and	IEA	2013:	Tracking	Clean	Energy	Progress.

3	 Järvensivu,	Paavo	et	al.	Governance	of	economic	transition.	Global	Sustainable	
Development	Report	2019.	BIOS	research	group,	Helsinki.	Available	online:	
https://bios.fi/bios-governance_of_economic_transition.pdf

4	U.S.	Department	of	Energy:	Energy	Savings	Forecast	of	Solid-State	Lighting	in	
General Illumination Applications. 2016.

5	 Rockström,	J.	et	al.	A	roadmap	for	rapid	decarbonization.	Science,	2017,	vol	355,	
issue	6331.
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economy | factsheet #2

FINANCE AND DELIVERY MODELS OF 
SMART URBAN LIGHTING PROJECTS

Key performance indicators of 
smart urban lighting project finance

1  PAYBACK TIME
  (investment / yearly savings in energy and maintenance)

2  NET PRESENT VALUE
	 	(NPV	=	discounted	value	of	all	project	cashflows)	

3  BENEFIT COST RATIO
	 	(BCR	=	total	discounted	benefits	/	total	discounted	costs),	 

for	judging	the	cost-effectiveness	

Models of governance for  
the municipal procurement  
of innovative energy demand 
reduction technologies

  In-house procurement:
Complete	control	over	the	process,	the	city	bears	all	risk.

  Municipal Utility Companies (MUCO), relational contracts:
Partial	of	complete	ownership	over	the	third	party,	typically	a	municipal	 
energy	company,	risk	partially	transferred.

  Energy Utility Company (EUCO), long-term contract:
Ownership	is	exceptional,	no	performance	targets.

  Energy Service Companies (ESCO), long term performance contracts:
No	municipal	ownership;	risk-sharing	and	responsibilities	detailed	in	contract,	 
guaranteed	savings	performance.

How to finance smart  
urban lighting investments

There	are	many	options,	but	the	most	important	strategy	is	to	assess	 
your	city’s	procuring	capabilities	and	break	free	from	budget-deficit	inaction	 

and	siloed	administration	approaches.

The economic evaluation of sustainability 
investments under deep uncertainty 
strongly depends on the real policy 
options and their implementation order. 
Under evolving requirements to mitigate 
climate change and adapt our cities to it, 
most transition paths could still result 
in negative NPV or low BCR, and still be 
informative for decision making.1
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FINANCE AND DELIVERY MODELS OF  
SMART URBAN LIGHTING PROJECTS

Systemic long-term risks of externalising  
basic urban infrastructure services to the  
technology industry
When	considering	your	finance	strategy	for	urban	smart	
lighting,	also	remember	that	urban	sustainability	researchers	
have pointed out that if the only underlying principle in a 
smart	city	strategy	is	to	expand	the	market	for	technology	

products	and	services,	the	results	might	actually	leave	parts	
of	the	city	and	its	population	unaccounted	for,	making	the	
municipality less resilient in the face of future climate and 
social	risks.2

Financing sustainable investments:  
from more market-based  
procurement to re-municipalisation  
of energy services
Recent research3 and previous EU projects4	argue	that	if	a	city	lacks	appropriate	in-
house	governance	capabilities	to	procure	and	implement	large-scale	innovative	projects,	
market-based	solutions	can	accelerate	the	diffusion	of	smart	urban	lighting.	The	most	
market-based	option	is	a	performance-based	contract	with	a	private	energy	service	
company,	which	finances	the	project.	On	the	opposite	side	of	the	financial	strategies	
spectrum,	there	is	in-house	capacity	building	and	re-municipalisation	of	energy	savings,	
as	Hamburg,	one	of	the	LUCIA	pilot	cities,	recently	did.5

How many of your city’s 
streetlights are metered?
To	measure	and	verify	current	situations	and	future	projects,	 
and	fully	use	the	argument	of	savings	in	economic	planning,	
cities	need	a	metered-consumption	contract	with	their	utilities	
company (instead of the traditional deemed-consumption or 
lump-sum	payment).

References:

1 Babovic, Filip and Ane Mijic. Economic Evaluation of Adaptation Pathways for 
an Urban Drainage System Experiencing Deep Uncertainty. Water. 14 March 
2019.

2 Viitanen, Jenni and Richard Kingston. Smart cities and green growth: 
outsourcing democratic and environmental resilience to the global technology 
sector. Environment and Planning A 2014, vol. 46.

3	 Friedemann	Polzin	et	at.	Modes	of	governance	for	municipal	energy	efficiency	
services – The case of LED street lighting in Germany. Journal of Cleaner 
Energy Production 139 (2016).

4 EU Streetlight EPC (energy performance contracting) Project 2014–2017.

5 About the Hamburg reference in 2013 see for example: https://www.
worldfuturecouncil.org /energy-remunicipalisation-hamburg-buys-back-
energy-grids/

See also: Revenues might come from solar energy production or fees from third 
parties using the smart network. About the real estate economics approach 
to decentralised photovoltaic energy and the argument for net metering, see 
Jussi	Vimpari:	Estimating	the	diffusion	of	rooftop	PVs:	A	real	estate	economics	
perspective, Energy 172 (2019).
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Related fact sheets: 
technology #2, 4, 6  | social acceptance #2, 4

Data input needed to 
calculate the life-cycle cost  
of smart urban lighting 
projects
The life cycle cost is the present value of a system’s required 
investments in all its phases.

1.  Investment cost. Procurement, design, project management, 
purchase of products etc.

2.  Operation costs. Energy, maintenance, insurance,  
administration

3.  Residual value. In case it can be sold after its demise,  
but it might be negative value: e.g. removal and  
recycling costs.

Expected characteristics  
and risks in smart urban  
lighting projects
1.  Procurement costs might rise with level of innovation  

because of lack of in-house know-how.

2.  Maintenance costs expected to be lower, good risk  
management of expected energy price increase.

3.  High expected real estate value of distributed urban 
infrastructure for Internet of Things devices, uncertainty 
concerning the LED unit and the recycling options.

Applying a life-cycle approach to smart 
urban lighting investment decisions

Life cycle cost (LCC) analysis tries to define the long-term economic costs  
of an investment. The use of LCC analysis for an urban smart lighting case is  

challenging, given the high level of uncertainty.1

economy | factsheet #3

LIFE CYCLE COST ASSESSMENT  
OF SMART URBAN LIGHTING  

INVESTMENT DECISIONS

Life cycle cost include investments, 
but it is a wider assessment than only 
procurement costs. In smart urban 
lighting LCC, the technology lifespan is 
a key driver of overall costs. Demand 
product warranty or risk-sharing 
contracts to manage the long-term 
uncertainty.

INVESTMENT  
COST

COST OF  
OPERATION

RESIDUAL 
VALUE

TOTAL 
LIFE CYCLE  

COST

http://www.lucia-project.eu
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LIFE CYCLE COST ASSESSMENT OF SMART 
URBAN LIGHTING INVESTMENT DECISIONS

The rebound paradox
The rebound paradox is the well-documented 
phenomenon that energy-efficiency measures can 
result in smaller savings than expected, given an 
induced additional demand from the users. The size of 
this effect is difficult to measure, and existing research 
does not support the backfire hypothesis (more 
efficient technology leading to greater overall energy 
consumption).5 

However, you should keep these issues in mind when 
designing your smart urban lighting project and try to 
minimise rebound risks.

Decision support under 
deep uncertainty
The combination of novel technology, evolving 
sustainability requirements, and climate change impact 
on our cities, produces a context of deep uncertainty over 
the decisions related to smart urban lighting investments. 
Deep uncertainty means that experts or decision makers 
cannot agree on the probabilities of important factors 
affecting the decision or its consequences. 

In such cases, framing the decision correctly (“decision 
structuring”) is more important than looking at any particular 
project assessment (such as LCA). “Deep uncertainty decision 
support” is a branch of applied research that municipalities 
can use to improve their operations.6

Achieving an overall  
life cycle assessment
To achieve an overall life cycle assessment, indirect economic 
impacts as well as the environment must be considered. 
An economic externality is the negative or positive impact 
(cost or benefit) resulting from a transaction, but not 
accounted for in its price, affecting third parties. The main 
direct externality of smart urban lighting project is light 
pollution, reducing dark night skies2 and insect populations.3 

Also, the LCC method should include the luminous properties 
and the light pollution externality to properly compare 
different options.4 Smart lighting offers the potential to 
solve this issue, but this improvement will not appear in a 
straightforward matter without a clear strategy: 

Include light pollution in your life cycle cost 
assessment and familiarise your organisation 
with this theme.

References:

1 The uncertainty comes mostly from lack of data quality and the most common 
method to address it is sensitivity analisys. See for example: Patrick Ilg et al. 
Uncertainty in life cycle costing for long-range infrastructure. Part I: leveling 
the playing field to address uncertainties. The International Journal of Life Cycle 
Assessment. February 2017, Volume 22.

2 Meir, Josiane et al. (eds.). Urban Lighting, Light Pollution and Society, 
Routledge, 2014.

3 Avalon C.S.Owens et al. Light pollution is a driver of insect declines. Biological 
Conservation. Available online 16 November 2019. The Guardian news quoting 
this paper: https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/nov/22/light-
pollution-insect-apocalypse.

4 Leena Tähkämö et al. Life cycle cost analysis of three renewed street lighting 
installations in Finland. International Journal of Life Cycle Assess (2012) 
17:154–164.

5 Gillingham, Kenneth, David Rapson, Gernot Wagner. The Rebound Effect and 
Energy Efficiency Policy. Review of Environmental Economics and Policy, 
Volume 10, Issue 1, 2016.

6 Helgerson, Casey. Structuring decisions under deep uncertainty. Topoi, 
14 August 2018.

See also: www.darksky.org
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Example of light pollution.

Example of adequate lighting. Porvoo, Finland.

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/nov/22/light-pollution-insect-apocalypse
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/nov/22/light-pollution-insect-apocalypse
http://www.darksky.org
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Related fact sheets: 
technology #2, 5

Economic benefits of multi-functional 
smart urban lighting

It is crucial to design a well-functioning economic, institutional and  
contractual framework, adapted to the local context.

Main upcoming  
smart functionalities

   Energy production

    Such as decentralised wind,1 solar2 ...  

   Network transmitters

	 	 	 	The	existing	lampposts	offer	an	 
ideal platform for …

   Sensor-based services 

    The development of Internet-of-things  
business models …

Framework design 
requirements

 Electricity net metering model

…  answers to the challenges of costs, security 
of supply and CO2 reduction.

  Infrastructure marketplace management

…  a dense network of 5G antennas, or other 
smart devices requiring a physical support.3

 Neutral host operating model

…  needs an open environment for operators, 
avoiding vendor lock-in.4

economy | factsheet #4

MULTIFUNCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY  
AND BUSINESS MODELS IN SMART  

URBAN LIGHTNING

LED lamps for outdoor lighting is a fast-
developing technology. The upcoming 
smart urban lighting innovations revolves 
around Internet-of-things applications, 
enabled by 5G networks. Cities acting as 
early adopters will have a better chance 
at succeeding, by building up knowledge 
and attracting investments to their local 
innovation ecosystems.

1
2
3
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Understanding new service value models:  
the business model canvas
To understand the new services 
enabled by your smart urban lighting 
project, it is useful to use the 
business model canvas (example to 
the	right).	You	can	fill	in	the	canvas	
together with any stakeholder, 
such as technology providers, local 
entrepreneurs or the city energy 
company, to explicit changes and 
inform better policy decisions and 
support local economic development.

Economic framework design  
for the multifunctional lighting smart city
Only a properly designed economic local framework will support new business and revenue models that  
truly benefit the city’s economy and the citizens’ long-term well-being. The “smart city” paradigm requires  
new administrative strategies. For multifunctional lampposts consider at least:

 Managing the relation with the power grid. A net 
metering legislation (NM) is recommended to support the 
diffusion	of	decentralised	energy	generation.2 NM means 
that both self-consumed electricity and surplus electricity 
are valued at the same price (as opposed to net billing, where 
surplus electricity is valued at a lower price than if bought 
from the grid).

 Managing the use of streetlamps as physical support 
to other physical devices, such as 5G antennas. The context 
determines the level of demand for access to the existing 
network of poles. A wrong framework might lead mobile 
network operators to over-compete and litigate against the 
municipality,5 delaying the adoption of 5G. In low-demand 
situations, the municipality might have to support 5G adoption 
instead of charging fees for the installation of antennas.

 Managing the data economy. Cities manage large 
amounts of data that could be used to create new services 
or improve existing ones. IoT (internet of things) sensors 
measuring for example air quality, parking pricing, or charging 
stations for EVs, will make internet-enabled lampposts a 
natural collecting point for this data economy. However, the 
local operator and the city administration should act as a 
“neutral host”, allowing both cooperation and competition 
between service providers in the data platform.4

 Creating additional business potential. The functions and 
IoT features connected with the lighting unit can provide new 
earning possibilities based on utilisation of commercial data of 
and for consumers and tourist (information to both directions).

economy | factsheet #4

MULTIFUNCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND  
BUSINESS MODELS IN SMART URBAN LIGHTNING

References:

1 For an example on the upcoming urban micro wind energy solutions, see 
the O-Wind Turbine, winner of the James Dyson Award 2018. (https://www.
jamesdysonaward.org/2018/project/o-wind-turbine/).

2	 For	net	metering,	see:	Jussi	Vimpari,	Seppo	Junnila.	Estimating	the	diffusion	of	
rooftop PVs: A real estate economics. Energy 172, 2019.

3 For an early example of infrastructure marketplace, see:  
https://smartlamppost.com (a joint venture between three of the most important 
players in Europe, in metal structures, Telecoms, Power and Smart Cities.

4 About the neutral host approach, see the Nokia BellLabs and City of Espoo 
consortium for 5G Lamposts, Luxturrim: https://www.luxturrim5g.com/new-
blog/2019/11/4/nokia-driven-luxturrim5g-smart-city-ecosystem-extending.

5 For a short description of the 5G litigation problem in the UK, see: The Guardian 
19 May 2010, “Revealed: 5G rollout is being stalled by rows over lampposts”.

KEY  
PARTNERS

Air quality 
company, 
transport 
company, local 
businesses

KEY  
ACTIVITIES

Negotiating 
incentives, 
marketing, 
managing fees.

VALUE 
PROPOSITION

Air quality 
monitoring and 
local shopping 
incentives for 
sustainable 
transport.

CUSTOMER 
RELATIONSHIPS

App with 
notifications,	
local vendors.

CUSTOMER 
SEGMENTS

Citizens

KEY  
RESOURCES

Lampposts, app.

CHANNELS

Public transport, 
businesses.

COST STRUCTURE

Additional budget for the managing city 
tourism	office

REVENUE STREAMS

Infrastructure use fees, percentage on 
shopping transactions.

https://www.jamesdysonaward.org/2018/project/o-wind-turbine/
https://www.jamesdysonaward.org/2018/project/o-wind-turbine/
https://smartlamppost.com
https://www.luxturrim5g.com/new-blog/2019/11/4/nokia-driven-luxturrim5g-smart-city-ecosystem-extending
https://www.luxturrim5g.com/new-blog/2019/11/4/nokia-driven-luxturrim5g-smart-city-ecosystem-extending

